ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
FACULTY ADVISOR LIST
Winter 2017

If your assigned Advisor is on leave, choose another until your advisor returns.
The CENG Advising Center (40-115) will sign most forms dealing with University academic policies.

Last Name of Student:  
Aa-Az

Samuel Agbo
Off: 20-310/Ph. 756-1528
sagbo@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Ba-Bz

William Ahlgren
Off: 20-213/Ph. 756-2309
wahlgren@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Ca-Cz

Dean Arakaki
Off: 20-302/Ph: 756-2625
darakaki@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Da-Dz

Bridget Benson
Off: 20-309/Ph: 756-5738
bbenson@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Ea-Fm

David Braun
Off: 20-304/Ph: 756-1464
dbraun@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Fn-Gm

Andrew Danowitz
Off: 20-306/Ph: 756-2756
adanowitz@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Gn-Hm

Dennis Derickson
Off: 20-200/Ph: 756-7584
dericks@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Hn-Io

Dale Dolan
Off: 20-205/Ph: 756-2495
dsdolan@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Ip-Jm

Xiaomin Jin
Off: 20-315/Ph: 756-7046
xjin@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Jn-Km

Bryan Mealy
Off: 20-300/Ph: 756-2300
bmealy@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Kn-Lm

Ahmad Nafisi
Off: 20-317/Ph: 756-1514
anafisi@calpoly.edu

Last Name of Student:  
Ln-Mn

Ahmad Nafisi
Off: 20-317/Ph: 756-1514
anafisi@calpoly.edu
Wayne Pilkington
Off: 20-204/Ph: 756-5431
wpilking@calpoly.edu

Vladimir Prodanov
Off: 20-308/Ph: 756-5393
vprodano@calpoly.edu

John Saghri
Off: 20-312/Ph: 756-1462
jsaghri@calpoly.edu

Ali Shaban
Off: 20-305/Ph: 756-2918
ashaban@calpoly.edu

Lynne Slivovsky
Off: 20-313/Ph: 756-5383
lslivovs@calpoly.edu

Tina Smilkstein
Off: 20-318/Ph: 756-2497
tsmilkst@calpoly.edu

Taufik
Off: 20-203/Ph: 756-2318
taufik@calpoly.edu

Xiao-Hua (Helen) Yu
Off: 20-311/Ph: 756-2441
xhyu@calpoly.edu

Jane Zhang
Off: 20-307/Ph: 756-7528
jzhang@calpoly.edu